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One thing we are big fans of is for banks to get more interactive with their small business customers

and to design strategies to help them build their own businesses. In addition to increasing ties to the

customer, banks serve to reduce risk and increase profitability by helping pass on the best practices.

We strive to do this every day with this and other publications and services. Today, we share some

tips for social media, the content of which you can utilize and pass on to your small business

customers in a newsletter, white paper or email. These tips are applicable to both banks and small

business and are tried and true ways to help your customers better understand social media.

Find a Voice: The most important part about a social media effort is finding the right tone, content

and attitude. Experimentation is the key until you find the right groove. In addition to business tips,

be authentic and showcase management's talents or passion. The point of social media is to develop

more of an intimate relationship via electronic channels. If this means sharing a hobby, sport or

passion, this makes the social media effort easier and more effective. Many companies make the

mistake of trying to stay "all business." Let the culture of the company be part of your brand and let it

show. A steady stream of background and personal data about management and your company will

better help your customers personalize the company and what it stands for.

Less is More: Update your posts as frequently as you would normally talk to customers. Six posts a

day is excessive, just like 6 calls a day would be. While this varies, our rule of thumb is between 3 and

6 per week depending on the value of the content. The more valuable your content, the more you can

post and get away with posts that are largely marketing related.

Focus: It is better to focus on just one or two social media channels, instead of spreading yourself too

thin. We recommend Linkedin and Facebook to start and then expand to Twitter and Google+ once

you have success.

Harvest Your Efforts: While building a brand is good, building sales is better. Collecting the names and

email addresses of customers you want to have is more than a social media exercise. Building

targeted relationships is important as it develops a set of qualified leads. On Facebook, start by

creating a custom welcome tab and then include a call to action to encourage non-fans to click "Like"

and become a fan. Once you get the "Like," offer a valuable giveaway, in exchange for their name

and email. Here, providing information about the industry, economy or community is perfect (such as

these tips). With this model, you are increasing your fan base and growing your lead list at the same

time.

Continual Improvement: Every quarter, strive to make a small improvement in social media. Add

design elements to Facebook or Twitter, incorporate video (work in a custom channel on YouTube),

add a blog or create alerts (new products, industry changes, interest rates, etc.). Incorporate social

media with your CRM system, make an effort to get local journalists (for better press coverage) and

work on focused promotions incorporating both live events and social media. Small steps lead to a

journey and when it comes to social media, companies need to continue to take those steps and

experiment to see what works and what doesn't. Be scientific about it and try to quantify
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performance. That way, with each change, you can see the number of new fans, e-mail sign ups or

posted comments.

BANK NEWS

M&A Hunt:

Fifth Third Bancorp said it is interested in doing M&A deals in markets where it has a top three market

share (it has that level of penetration in about 50% of its markets right now), but probably won't do so

until the market improves.

Risk Management

The FDIC approved an organizational plan creating an Office of Corporate Risk Management (OCRM)

within the agency. The OCRM will assess external and internal risks faced by the FDIC, complex

challenges associated with the financial crisis; the changing landscape of the banking industry and

other risk management. The FDIC said adopting a central risk office is a best practice in the financial

industry.

FDIC Cuts

The FDIC has approved a $3.28B corporate operating budget for 2012, which is 15.4% lower than the

2011 budget. Meanwhile, 2012 staffing levels will be 6% lower (8,704 employees vs. 9,269 currently

authorized), with further reductions projected in 2013 and future years.

Credit Ratings

Regulatory agencies have issued a joint notice of proposed rulemaking that would amend a previous

proposal and establish alternative creditworthiness standards to replace credit ratings. The standards

would be used to determine bank capital requirements. Changes include using country-risk

classifications under OECD, company-specific financial information; stock market volatility and a

supervisory formula for securitizations.

Employee Holiday

A new survey by Glassdoor.com and Harris Interactive finds 72% of people would rather have a cash

bonus than a holiday party this year. Rounding out the rest of the top 10 things employees wanted

this year: a salary raise (62%); paid time off that doesn't count as vacation (32%); a grocery gift card

(23%); to be able to work from home for a year (14%); company stock or shares (11%); health care

subsidy (10%); gym membership (8%); holiday party with an open bar (4%); and a commuter subsidy

(3%).
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